Academic Hourly Position Classes

Administrative  
Position Class = BFBAA, PAPE# = 51004

- Charged with high level administrative responsibilities, with latitude to make decisions based on administrative policies, exercising discretion and independent judgment with only general administrative supervision or direction.

Clinical  
Position Class = BFBFA, PAPE# = 49997

- Engaged in practical application of knowledge of an advanced type in a field of science or learning customarily acquired by a prolonged course of specialized intellectual instruction and study. May be engaged in activities of or pertaining to direct observation, applications to, or treatment of patients or human subjects.

Research  
Position Class = BFBGA, PAPE# = 49997

- Engaged in either qualitative or quantitative research activities, normally under the direct oversight of an academic department. May include field historical research, linguistic studies, archaeology, etc.

Teach  
Position Class – BFBHA, PAPE# = 49997

- May provide direct classroom instruction, direct instructional support, academic/career planning/counseling to student. May be engaged in instruction for both credit and non-credit instructional programs.